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Abstract: The continued importance of organizational learning has recently led to several
calls for further developing the theory. This article addresses these calls by extending
Crossan, Lane and White’s (1999) 4I model to include a fifth process, information
foraging, and a fourth level, the tool. The resulting 5I organizational learning model
can be generalized to a number of learning contexts, especially those that involve
understanding and making sense of data and information. Given the need for organizations
to both innovate and increase productivity, and the volumes of data and information that
are available to support both, the 5I model addresses an important organizational issue.
Keywords: organizational learning; knowledge management; information foraging;
information sources; supporting tools

1. Introduction
There have recently been calls in the literature to build upon and extend existing theories of
organizational learning. Vera et al. [1], for instance, calls for more integration between overlapping
concepts of organizational learning, knowledge management, absorptive capacity, and dynamic
capabilities and proposes a framework to do so. Crossan et al. [2], on the other hand, critically reflect
upon how their 4I model of organizational learning [3] has been used and adapted over time, and
identify gaps in the theory base.
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Crossan et al. [2] suggest ways for extending organizational learning (OL) theory to solidify the
theoretical “trunk and base”. “A theory of OL is more about a well-grounded trunk than it is about
adding to the complexity of branches and leaves. Indeed, adding more branches and leaves creates the
need for an even stronger and sustainable trunk and base to support them” ([2], p. 454). Some past
research does focus on strengthening the theoretical trunk by deepening our understanding of the 4I
learning processes (e.g., understanding how power works within each of the four processes [4]) or
broadening the model to include additional key processes and levels (e.g., adding the inter-organizational
level [5]). Much of the past research, however, develops the branches and leaves of the theory [2] by
examining organizational learning in different contexts or treating organizational learning as a factor
that influences another focal research phenomenon (e.g., entrepreneurial opportunity recognition [6]).
In this, organizational learning is at best only examined peripherally. To further strengthen and
broaden the trunk, Crossan et al. [2] highlight the importance of developing multi-level theories and
adopting an evolutionary approach for organizational learning. This paper seeks to broaden the
theoretical trunk by proposing a 5I model that extends the existing 4I organizational learning model in
a manner consistent with these recommendations [2].
The 4I organizational learning model has been highly cited, shaping thought and research in the
area of organizational learning. However, according to Crossan et al. [2] relatively few of these articles
attempt to build upon the 4I model: Those that do have explored different research avenues, for
example elaborating on the learning processes themselves, and examining the factors that enable
or inhibit organizational learning. One area that has received minimal attention is the triggering
mechanisms for the intuiting process. In other words, what spurs the individual to engage in intuiting,
creating the potential for organizational learning? Of the four learning processes, it is arguable that
intuiting is the most difficult to study due to its subconscious and pre-verbal nature [3]. As a result,
studying the triggers to intuiting is also challenging, which may account for the limited research in this
area. Zeitsma et al. [7] move in this direction by adding an attending process to the 4I model.
Specifically, they look at how individuals attend to external stimuli or alternative and conflicting
viewpoints (e.g., the opinions of protestors), which in turn affects intuiting and organizational learning.
The fact that organizations are faced with a proliferation of data and are beginning to focus on
investing in “big data” and “data analytics” [8] point to the need to better understand how these
sources of data and information can promote learning and trigger intuiting. We extend beyond
attending processes [7] and examine a more active engagement with the environment, information
foraging. Thus, we propose a fifth process, information foraging, which captures how individuals
engage with sources of data and information as part of the learning process. Tools are often used to
access or process this data and information so that it can be appropriately utilized. In addition, tools
may be useful in supporting other learning processes at the individual, group and organizational
levels [9]. Thus, we propose a fourth level to the 4I organizational learning model: the tool level.
Building upon Crossan et al.’s [3] 4I model, this conceptual paper proposes a 5I organizational
learning model, adding both an information foraging process and a tool level. These extensions help
explain the precursors to intuiting as well as the roles that tools can play in supporting learning at the
individual, group and organizational levels. The proposed 5I model addresses the calls for extending
and building theories of organizational learning, as well as integrating organizational learning and
knowledge management concepts. The resulting 5I model retains the multilevel homologous nature of
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the 4I organizational learning model while incorporating additional evolutionary processes. This
5I model can be generalized to a number of different learning contexts that involve understanding and
making sense of data and information, which is a critical issue given the large volumes of data and
information available to organizations.
This paper is organized as follows. We begin by describing the 4I organizational learning model
and our proposed extensions to it. Next, we discuss how the proposed 5I model addresses the
requirements stipulated in past research for building a stronger organizational learning theory base.
Lastly, we discuss the implications and potential future research avenues suggested by the proposed 5I
organizational learning model.
2. Extending the 4I Organizational Learning Model
In the section below, we explore in more depth the precursors to the intuiting process and propose
extensions to the 4I organizational learning process, resulting in the 5I model. We begin by describing
the existing 4I model.
2.1. Learning Processes
The 4I model conceptualizes organizational learning as a multi-level dynamic process, including
both feed-forward and feedback processes [3]. These processes span the individual, group and
organizational levels, and include intuiting, interpreting, integrating and institutionalizing processes.
At the individual level, intuiting marks the beginning of the feed-forward process. Intuiting involves
pattern recognition and the development of insights, resulting in initial inklings of interesting
possibilities. The process of interpreting involves developing models for understanding, bringing out
meaning, and developing shared mental models amongst managers [3,10]. Interpreting follows
intuiting and begins as an individual process and can move to a group process where ideas are formed,
articulated, discussed and debated. Thus, interpreting leads to updated mental models (i.e., frameworks
or knowledge structures to help organize information [3,11–13]) at the individual and group level.
The next process, integrating, is a group process where a shared understanding is translated into
coordinated action, for example, executing a new product or process-related idea. The last process,
institutionalizing, occurs at the organizational level when learning becomes embedded into routines,
rules, procedures, infrastructures as well as the organizational “code” [14].
What is not included in the 4I model are the triggers to intuiting. We conceptualize these triggers
along two dimensions: (1) intentionality and (2) mechanism. Intentionality refers to the degree to
which the individual is consciously and actively seeking triggers. For example, individuals may
actively seek information for some purpose (e.g., performing a database query to identify outliers in
sales data), or they may be simply going about their daily routine and encounter information
serendipitiously, which then triggers intuiting (e.g., receiving an email from a colleague that stimulates
intuiting). Mechanism, on the other hand, refers to whether the trigger is experiential (i.e., based on
experience, for example, managing a project) or informational in nature (i.e., based on access to
information sources, for example, reviewing the results of a database query).
Beyond the 4I model, other learning models have included processes such as scanning,
learning [10], reconceptualizing the problem, deciding to search, search and evaluate [15], attending,
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experimenting [7], searching and noticing [16]. Some of these other learning processes may precede
and trigger intuiting. The scanning, searching, noticing and evaluation processes can be conceptualized
more broadly as information foraging. Information foraging, based on the “optimal foraging theory”
from biology and anthropology, refers to the process of seeking information, as well as assessing and
choosing information sources based on the expected value of information and expected cost of locating
and extracting this information [17,18]. Information foraging is an evolutionary process that involves
identifying an initial source and search-space, browsing the search-space to identify the required
information and, if required, reformulating the search terms to refine and narrow the search space [19].
The search strategy adapts to the constraints and affordances of the task including complexity and the
expected value of information and cost of searching. As a trigger to intuiting, information foraging
represents a conscious effort to seek information and typically relies on an information-based mechanism.
Information foraging describes the process by which information sources and search spaces are
chosen, navigated and assessed. Attending is a related process that also relates to intuiting. As noted
above, attending refers to paying attention and noticing external stimuli. How the individual attends to
external stimuli influences the intuiting process [7]. When individuals are consciously seeking
information-based triggers, attending occurs as part of the information foraging process. As the individual
navigates the information source, they attend to the information found, assessing whether it warrants
further examination and thought. They also attend to and follow the information scent, that is, cues and
metaknowledge along the existing path that help the individual decide how to proceed [18,20].
However, when individuals are not consciously seeking triggers, attending is a distinct process where
individuals notice and choose whether to pay attention to discrepancies or issues that arise in the
environment (see [7]).
Since organizations are currently exposed to vast quantities of data, information-based triggers,
such as information foraging, appear to be particularly important and relevant. Past research has
looked at information foraging and individual learning outcomes, as well as how the individual makes
sense of the information scent during the information foraging process [21,22]. We extend this past
research by integrating information foraging into the 4I organizational learning model as a fifth
process, as well as examining how it contributes to the feed-forward process of learning and is affected
by feedback processes. The information foraging process requires an information source and a tool to
support the “foraging” of the search-space. We discuss these sources and tools next.
2.2. Information Sources and Tools
The large volumes of data (i.e., raw transactions and observations) and information (i.e., data that
has been structured and given meaning) available both inside and outside the organization make it an
important source of learning for both individuals and, in turn, organizations. Broadly speaking, sources
of information can be classified as internal or external to the organization, and as personal or
impersonal [10,23]. The benefits and challenges vary with each type of source [23].
Personal sources of information refer to engaging with people to acquire information and
knowledge, either explicit (i.e., codified knowledge, articulable in spoken or written form) or tacit (i.e.,
highly personal and embodied knowledge, including mental models, know-how, craft and skills) [24–26]
in nature. The concept of knowledge sourcing, defined as “the extent to which an individual accesses
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other employees’ expertise, experience, insights, and opinions” ([27], p. 821), focuses directly on
personal sources. “Knowledge sourcing is an indirect learning behavior where individuals gain access
to others’ understanding of the work environment, mostly through language-based interactions” ([27],
p. 822). This type of source involves accessing the expertise of individuals or groups within the
organization or external to it.
Impersonal sources, on the other hand, involve accessing data and information through explicit and
codified sources such as documents, webpages, databases, and other sources of data or information.
These sources can also be internal or external to the organization. The exponential growth in data
collected by organizations has led to both academic and practitioner interest in the areas referred to as
“big data” and “data analytics” [8]. The Web is another source of valuable external and impersonal
information that can be leveraged by organizations for learning about the environment and innovation [28].
Based on these dimensions, there are four major types of information sources: personal-internal,
personal-external, impersonal-internal and impersonal-external. For each type of source, there exist
tools to help individuals access and process the information into a usable form (see Table 1 for
examples). Tools oriented to personal sources of information focus on locating, communicating and
coordinating with individuals. Tools for impersonal sources focus on locating the data or information
and, in some cases, processing the data into a usable format. For example, data analysis tools locate
the required records and fields and summarize them for the user. Pattern-based task management
systems allow users to search for workflow patterns and templates used for different tasks in the
organization [9].
Table 1. Examples of Tools Used for Accessing and Processing Information.

Personal

Impersonal

Internal
Collaborative technologies, internal
directories and experts database
Enterprise content management tools,
document summarization tools, data
mining tools, data analysis tools,
pattern-based task management

External
Collaborative technologies,
social media sites, external directories
Basic search engines, knowledge maps and
clustering tools, document summarization
tools, competitive intelligence systems, tagging

Given the relationship between information foraging processes and information sources, as well as
the reliance on tools to access and navigate those sources, the proposed 5I organizational learning
model includes a fourth level: the tool level. We describe the proposed 5I model below.
2.3. The 5I Organizational Learning Model
Information foraging extends the feed-forward process and is intricately linked with the individual
learning process of intuiting. To initiate information foraging, a goal must be articulated even if it is
exploratory and vague in nature [29]. Driven by this goal, search terms, or other criteria to guide the
foraging process, are developed by the individual through an intuitive and inductive process.
Information foraging is an evolutionary and iterative process that spans the individual and tool levels.
Given the large volume of information and information sources noted above, tool support for the
information foraging process is critical. For example, data analysis tools help retrieve and summarize
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database records, and search engines quickly locate websites that are highly relevant to the search
terms entered. Individuals tend to rely on tools to locate information; the individual then assesses the
information that is returned.
The information foraging process highlights the roles that individuals and tools each play as actors
in the co-production of results; neither the tool nor the individual are solely responsible for the
production of the results, but co-produce them. For example, when retrieving data from a database
using some type of structured query language and tool, individuals provide direction to the tool. The
tool acts on these directions to retrieve the results, navigating through the information source using a
complex set of rules and logic. The individual then assesses the results that are returned by that tool.
On the Web, individuals provide search terms to a search engine and that search engine uses these
terms to navigate the complex structure of the Web to retrieve the results. The individual assesses the
list of webpages that are returned, making decisions about which documents to explore in more depth
or paths to follow. Metaknowledge (i.e., contextual clues about the results) such as tags (i.e., key
words attached to content by individual users) will help users with these navigational decisions [21,22].
Thus, information foraging involves interaction between tools and individuals, who are jointly
responsible for co-producing the results. The information foraging process is iterative. If additional or
different results are sought, another iteration of information foraging is enacted by the individual, who
provides updated criteria to the tool. For example, when the results of a Web search do not meet the
user’s expectations, he or she alters the search terms and criteria, provides them to the tool, and repeats
the process. Successful search strategies, that is, configurations of tools, search criteria, and information
sources, are preferentially selected thereby influencing future behaviors. Individuals, and in some cases
tools, adapt their search strategies based on what has worked well in the past and on the current search
context. For example, Google uses information about individuals’ previous search behaviors.
Beyond this, a deeper assessment of the results spans both the individual intuiting and interpreting
processes. During intuiting, patterns, relevance and the potential importance of the information are
assessed, whereas in interpreting, these initial thoughts are crystallized into ideas and updated mental
models. Additional searches, or iterations of information foraging, may be needed to further develop
these ideas. Thus, the information-foraging, intuiting and interpreting processes are connected with a
loop to reflect the iterative nature of the relationship (see Figure 1).
In addition to its role as an actor in co-producing results, tools may also have the ability to support
or facilitate intuiting and interpreting processes. For example, advanced search engines such as those
that cluster the results or present them in the form of a knowledge map (i.e., a graphical map with
nodes as Web sites and lines between nodes representing common key words [28]), may facilitate to
some degree the interpreting process—assigning meaning to information. A knowledge map can
highlight clusters related to a topic and the relationships between these clusters, making it easier for the
individual to understand and make sense of the topic, sub-topics and relationships between them. Tags
and tag clouds can also help individuals make sense of the results [21,22,30]. It is also conceivable that
some tools facilitate intuiting by highlighting patterns and drawing them to the attention of the
individual user, as is the case with some data mining tools. Past literature highlights the multiple roles
that tools can play (e.g., driver, facilitator, agent: [31]).
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Figure 1. Proposed 5I Organizational Learning Model.

Original 4I Model (adapted from [3])
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Feedback
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Foraging and search iterations
Information
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Intuiting

Shading = Level of tool support
= Co-production

Interpreting

Integrating
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Feed-forward

= Facilitation
= No tool support

Beyond individual level processes, tools can also support learning processes at the group and
organizational levels. At the group level, tools can help groups develop a shared understanding of
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ideas, for example, using group support systems and recently developed tools for mapping and
displaying the opinions of group members [32]. Integration processes may be facilitated by
collaboration or project management tools. Lastly, at the organizational level, institutionalizing
processes, where new ideas are embedded into routines, rules and procedures, etc. may be facilitated
by pattern-based task management tools [9] and information systems that embed new organizational
processes into enterprise applications. Thus, it is useful to consider how tools can support learning at
all levels.
Figure 1 depicts these proposed extensions to the 4I learning process model [3]. Information
foraging, as discussed above, precedes intuiting but is connected to intuiting and interpreting by a loop
to reflect the iterative nature of this process. The tool level is modeled by the degree of shading in
each of the five learning processes, reflecting the type of support provided. Similar to Gago and
Rubalcaba [31], we define three levels of support: none, facilitation, and co-production. For example
as discussed above, search engines tend to play a co-producer role for information foraging processes
(full shading). Group support systems, on the other hand, tend to play a facilitating role for group
interpretation processes (partial shading). Although tools that play facilitation roles are less active and
dominant in the learning process than those in co-production roles, both are important.
There are different ways this model can be used. From a diagnostic perspective, the model could be
used to either depict where and how an organization currently uses tools to support these five learning
processes (case 1, Figure 1), or how a particular tool provides support to each of these processes (e.g.,
how does a search engine provide support) (case 2, Figure 1). Alternatively, the model could be used
to depict ideal learning contexts. Since an organization’s learning needs vary by context (e.g., size,
structure, strategy, etc.), the types of tool support required to meet these needs will also vary. Thus, the
model could be used to depict these context-dependent tool support requirements (case 3, Figure 1).
Mapping current tool learning support against the support requirements can help organizations identify
gaps that require attention.
3. Discussion and Conclusions
Including a fourth level (tool) and fifth learning process (information foraging) address the
recommendations put forth by Crossan et al. [2] for strengthening and extending organizational learning
theory: (1) multi-level modeling; and (2) evolutionary approaches. Regarding multi-level modeling,
our extensions add another level, the tool level. Our extensions also support the existing homologous
multi-level (i.e., “relationship between two variables holds at multiple levels of analysis” ([33], p. 219)
nature of the model. The existing 4I model has many elements that, we argue, fit with the homologous
type (as opposed to single level, cross-level direct, cross-level moderator, and cross-level frog pond
models) of multi-level models [33]. For instance, the feed-forward process links the individual, group
and organizational levels of analyses. Specifically, through this feed-forward process mental models
are progressively articulated, changed and shared between levels. In turn, the feedback process reflects
how existing mental models shape and constrain learning at each level. The feed-forward and feedback
processes model the ongoing tension between exploration and exploitation [14]. The feed-forward
process of organizational learning is an exploratory process that translates individual and group
insights into learning that is institutionalized via “organizational learning systems” [3,14]. The
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feedback process exploits institutionalized learning, which guides individual and group thinking and
action [3]. However, institutionalized routines, norms and mental models are slow to change and, thus,
may constrain future learning and exploration [3,14,34].
Our proposed 5I model builds on these feed-forward and feedback processes. The results provided
to the individual during information foraging, an information model of sorts and representation of
existing knowledge, can influence and change the individual’s mental model in the feed-forward
process. In the feedback process, existing mental models at the organizational, group and individual
levels will influence the goals and the search terms that form the input to the information foraging
process. Current mental models also affect how the results are assessed [21,22]. Thus, in the feedback
process, what has been learned in the past and embedded into existing mental models guides both what
we search for and how we interpret the results. Beyond this, at some level, what has been learned in
the past becomes incorporated into the information sources (i.e., content) used during information
foraging. For example, tag clouds represent the collective and accumulated knowledge of individuals
who tagged a particular source in the past [9].
The second requirement for organizational learning theories stipulated by Crossan et al. [2] is that
they reflect the evolutionary nature of learning, including processes of variation, selection and
retention. Our proposed 5I model addresses this requirement. Information foraging, as discussed
above, is in itself an evolutionary process. Beyond this, the information sources and tools leveraged in
the information foraging process provide a source of variation; individuals and their organizations can
choose between a large number of different information sources and tools. Those sources and tools that
prove most valuable will be selected and embedded into routines. For example, an organization will
choose to use a standard data analysis tool and individuals will tend to use tools and sources that have
worked well in the past. Similarly, the information acquired through the information foraging process
enables the individual to generate a variety of ideas. The existing 4I model explains how those ideas
will be selected for their value to the organization through the interpreting, integrating and
institutionalizing processes. At the most granular level, there is variety in the data itself; the ongoing
data generation processes result in a constant flow of data into the organization, which allows the
organization to adapt to the environment.
As noted by Vera et al. [1], there is value in integrating concepts across the organizational learning,
knowledge management, absorptive capacity and dynamic capabilities domains. In this case, we
integrate concepts between organizational learning and knowledge management by modeling how the
vast sources of data and information and associated tools trigger the learning process. Similarities
between the 4I model and Nonaka’s [25] organizational knowledge creation process (SECI) have been
identified in the past (e.g., [35]). Examining how Nonaka’s four knowledge creation processes relate to
our proposed 5I model can help deepen the connections between the organizational learning and
knowledge management domains and enrich our understanding of these processes. Figure 2 overlays
Nonaka’s four processes on the proposed 5I model. The combination, internalization and
externalization knowledge creation processes explain the interface between information foraging and
intuiting. At the beginning of the process the individual makes their tacit knowledge explicit
(externalization) by articulating a goal, search terms and criteria. During the information foraging
process, assuming the focus is on impersonal sources, information (i.e., explicit, codified knowledge)
is brought together from different sources (combination). This information is absorbed by the
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individual, who internalizes it as tacit knowledge, updating their mental models (internalization). As
ideas are generated at the individual and group levels, this tacit knowledge is once again transformed
into explicit knowledge as articulated ideas (externalization). As these ideas are put into action, they
are once again transformed into tacit knowledge as individuals learn by doing (internalization). Lastly,
during institutionalizing, individuals transfer their tacit knowledge through their shared experiences
with organizational routines, policies, etc. that are the result of the learning process (socialization).
Figure 2. The 5I and SECI Models.

The predominance of the internalization-externalization cycle across the five organizational
learning processes aligns well with Nonaka’s [25] organizational knowledge creation process. He notes
that “knowledge creation centers on the building of both tacit and explicit knowledge and, more
importantly, on the interchange between these two aspects of knowledge through internalization and
externalization” ([25], p. 20). Although all four creation processes are involved, internalization and
externalization are key in the amplification of knowledge from the individual to the group and
organizational levels. That being said, combination and socialization may also play supporting roles in
some of these processes and may be influenced by the type of learning tools used. For example, tools
that focus on personal sources of information may result in more socialization processes, whereas a
focus on impersonal sources may result in combination. Thus, whether additional combination and
socialization processes are involved depends on the learning and organizational context.
3.1. Implications and Future Research
As discussed above, our proposed 5I model contributes to the organizational learning domain by
addressing calls for extending theory. The proposed 5I model can be generalized to a number of
different learning contexts, including those related to learning from big data, open innovation, and
social media, for example. Within these contexts, understanding how learning is triggered from
sources of data and information is an important organizational issue given the large volumes of data
and information available. Future research should explore these learning contexts and the usefulness of
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the proposed 5I model. Examining the model in a variety of contexts that require different sources, for
example personal-external versus impersonal-internal sources, may help identify additional ways to
extend the model. In addition, examining whether the proposed 5I model, the SECI model, or a
combination of the two is best at exploring these learning contexts and related issues would be valuable.
Using the proposed 5I model to examine cases of organizational learning in the field may highlight
a variety of learning challenges. One potential challenge that organizations may face is that once
employees familiarize themselves with a set of tools and/or information sources, it may be difficult for
them to explore beyond those sources and tools. This challenge was noted by a participant in recent
case research: “I think that a lot of people are too myopic in ‘I know this, I use this, if it’s not here then
we don’t have it’.” Future research should explore these learning issues and how they can be addressed.
At a tool level, the proposed 5I model provides flexibility in modeling the level of tool support for
the five learning processes. Understanding which types of tools might be useful for different learning
contexts, information sources, and processes may assist practitioners in developing their knowledge
management strategy and systems, and enable them to “manage” their learning [36]. For example,
understanding the features that help facilitate intuiting, for instance, could help with tool design. In
addition, using the 5I model to assess gaps between current learning process support and learning
support requirements would help organizations discover areas that require attention. Future research
should examine tools that support learning, either in co-producing or facilitating roles, for each of the
five learning processes, as well as the usefulness of the framework as a diagnostic tool for practitioners.
3.2. Concluding Remarks
Building on the highly-cited 4I model [3], this conceptual paper proposes a 5I organizational
learning model by adding an information foraging process and a tool level. These extensions help
explain the precursors to intuiting and can be generalized to many learning contexts that involve
seeking data, information and knowledge from a variety of sources. The model also highlights the
different roles that tools can play in supporting learning processes at the individual, group and
organizational levels.
Organizations are faced with a host of emerging issues that require the development of new
knowledge and ideas, as well as leveraging existing knowledge and resources. These emerging issues
include waning innovation [37], increasing institutional pressures related to environmental
sustainability [38,39], and rising consumer demand from high-growth markets [40] amongst others. By
better understanding how organizations learn from information sources, including how tools can be
leveraged in either co-production or facilitation roles, we can potentially help organizations address
these emerging issues. For example, the capability to learn from large volumes of data and information
may help organizations improve their innovation processes both in terms of efficiency and
effectiveness and address concerns over waning innovation [37]. Learning from data and information
could also help organizations gain operational efficiencies and, in turn, increase productivity so that
they can meet the increasing consumer demand from high-growth markets [40]. Lastly, improvements
in innovation and operational efficiency can both contribute positively to environmental sustainability.
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